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Validation with Joi

This chapter covers
■

Working with Joi

■

Adding validation to hapi.js apps

■

Customizing validation errors

■

Consuming and presenting validation errors

Humans often make mistakes, and as a result the systems we create need to be prepared for misuse. Validation is an essential part of almost every system we use in our
daily lives. An example of such a system is a snack vending machine.
A vending machine has several inputs that it needs to validate. If any one input
doesn’t match its expectations, the machine will halt normal functioning and give
feedback to the user on what went wrong. For instance, if you place a foreign coin
in the slot, the machine will reject the coin, spitting it out into the coin return tray,
as shown in figure 6.1.
We rely on the feedback we get from validation to make sure we can use systems
the correct way. Without it, we’d be clueless about what we’re doing wrong. We use
the term validation to apply to software as well. This chapter shows you both the
tools and methods hapi.js offers that allow you, in your applications, to define
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b User input

c Validation

Coin inserted into slot

Is it a valid
coin?

d Feedback

YES

Balance updated

NO

Coin rejected

d Feedback
Figure 6.1

An example of validation that occurs in vending machines

your expectations and give useful feedback to users when things don’t go according
to plan.

6.1

Introducing Joi
Joi is an npm package for data validation. Joi can validate any kind of JavaScript values, from simple scalar data types such as strings, numbers, or Booleans, to complex
values consisting of several levels of nested objects and arrays. To run the examples in
this chapter, install Joi like any other npm package with npm install joi@8. If you
use a different version of Joi, some of the examples in this chapter may not work.
NPM PACKAGE

joi v8 (https://npmjs.com/package/joi)

If you’re working with data in your application that comes from an unknown source,
for example via a public API, Joi can help to ensure that data is in the required format.
Checking these kinds of inputs and acting accordingly when they’re incorrect will
help to make your applications more stable and reliable.
Joi can be used as a standalone module in any Node application. Joi is used internally in a lot of the modules in the hapi ecosystem for this exact purpose. If you’ve
used any of hapi’s APIs incorrectly before and seen an error message, that message
could likely have come from validation performed by Joi.
hapi has been designed with Joi in mind. The framework’s built-in validation features, such as validation of HTTP headers and payloads, are designed to work seamlessly with Joi.
In this section I’ll be showing you how Joi works and giving you a few examples to
get you comfortable with using it.
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1. Create a schema

Validation with Joi

2. Pick some objects to test

3. Test objects against schema

4. Give feedback to user
Rectangle didn’t fit:
shape must have a maximum of 1 side

Figure 6.2

6.1.1

The steps taken when validating with Joi

How it works
Working with Joi involves a process of four steps, shown in figure 6.2. The first step is
to create a schema. A schema is an object that describes your expectations and is what
you’ll be checking your real data against. Think of a schema as a description of your
ideal object.
There’s a common sorting game given to toddlers, where they need to place different shaped blocks into different shaped holes. This game is a good analogy to using
Joi. With Joi, the schema is like the hole, and the object you want to test is like the
block. Any given object is either going to fit the schema or not.
Once you have a schema, you will use Joi to test the schema against some objects. If
there was a validation error, Joi will tell you precisely what went wrong. You can then
use that feedback to make a decision and respond to the user appropriately.

6.1.2

A simple example: validating a scalar type
Passwords are an example of data that we commonly need to validate in our applications. In the following simple example, I check the format of the password argument
in an updatePassword function. If the format doesn’t match the required format, an
error is thrown. The password is required to be a string and must be between six and
ten characters in length.
Here’s the Joi schema for the password validation:
const Joi = require('joi');
const schema = Joi.string().min(6).max(10);

String between 6–10
characters in length

Fluent interfaces
Fluent interfaces are an approach to API design in software development. They’re also
commonly known as chainable interfaces because they consist of methods that are
chained onto one another.
Fluent interfaces can promote more readable code where a number of steps are involved and you’re not interested in the intermediate returned values.
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An example of a fluent interface to make toast could be:
const toast = new Toast()
.cook('3 minutes')
.spread('butter')
.spread('raspberry jam')
.serve();

The result of each method call is another Toast object, but we only care about that
delicious final product, which is saved in the toast variable after all methods in the
chain have executed.
Joi schemas are also built using a fluent interface. Here’s an example of creating a
schema for a JavaScript date that falls within the month of December 2015 and is
formatted in ISO date format:
const schema = Joi.date()
.min('12-1-2015')

.max('12-31-2015')
.iso();

To test a schema against a real value, you can use Joi.assert(value, schema). When
using this function, Joi will throw an error upon encountering the first validation failure. The error message logged will contain useful information about where the validation failed:
const Joi = require('joi');
const schema = Joi.string().min(6).max(10);
const updatePassword = function (password) {
Joi.assert(password, schema);
console.log('Validation success!');

Error will be thrown
here if validation fails

};
updatePassword('password');
updatePassword('pass');

Valid password
(8 characters)

If we got here, validation
was successful.
Invalid password
(4 characters)

If you run this small example in the console, you will see some output that resembles
the following:
Validation success!
index.js:121

Success message after
validating value 'password'

throw new Error(message + error.annotate());
^
ValidationError: "pass"
[1] value length must be at least 6 characters long
...

Error thrown with
value 'pass'
Details about what
went wrong

The previous example shows how to validate a simple scalar value, but Joi is capable of
much more. Often the values you want to validate are more complex, compound values such as objects and arrays.
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A more complex example: validating a compound type
Let’s imagine that I’m creating an API that collects data from automated weather measuring stations around the world. This data is then persisted and can be retrieved by
consumers of the API to get up-to-the-minute data for their region.
Each weather report sent by the stations has to follow a standard format. A weather
report contains several bits of information and can be represented as a JavaScript
object. A weather report from Taipei, at noon on a day in July, might look something
like this listing.
Listing 6.1

Listing 6.1 Sample weather report

const report = {
station: 'Taipei',
datetime: 'Wed Jul 22 2015 12:00:00 GMT+0800'),
temp: 93,
humidity: 95,
precipitation: false,
windDirection: 'E'
};

The remote weather stations that are sending the data to the central API are out of my
control. It would therefore be prudent to validate all the incoming data to ensure that
it matches the standard format, as shown in figure 6.3. Accepting invalid data from a
malfunctioning station could cause unknown problems for consumers of my API.

Tokyo

Is weather
data valid?

London

Remote weather stations

Figure 6.3

YES

Data persisted and
served to consumers

NO

Data rejected

Weather API

Validating incoming requests helps ensure the integrity of your data.

UNDERSTAND YOUR DATA
My first step is to think about the restrictions I want to put on each field in the report.
I’ve outlined my requirements for the weather reports in table 6.1.
Table 6.1

Required format for weather reports

Field name

Data type

Required

station

string

Yes

datetime

date

Yes

Other restrictions
Max 100 characters
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Table 6.1

Required format for weather reports

Field name

Data type

Required

Other restrictions

temp(ºF)

number

Yes

Between –140 and 140

humidity

number

Yes

Between 0 and 100

precipitation

boolean

No

windDirection

string

No

One of N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW

CREATE A SCHEMA
In the previous subsection, you saw that we could specify a JavaScript string in a
schema using Joi.string(). It won’t come as a huge surprise to you that the equivalent for an object is Joi.object(). Like Joi.string(), Joi.object has methods you
can chain onto it to further expand the schema. One of those methods is .keys(),
which allows you to add sub-schemas for each of the object’s properties. Here’s an
example of creating a schema for an object with keys:
const schema = Joi.object().keys({
prop1: Joi.string(),
...
});

Property prop1
validates a string

Top level schema
validates an object

Creating schemas for objects with keys is so common that Joi also offers a convenient
shorthand for the preceding. You can replace Joi.object().keys({...}) with only
{...}:
const schema = {
prop1: Joi.string(),
...
};

Property prop1
validates a string

Top-level schema
validates an object

This listing is the schema for validating the weather reports.
Listing 6.2

Required
number
between
0 and 100
Optional
Boolean

A schema for validating weather reports

Required string of max
const schema = {
100 character length
station: Joi.string().max(100).required(),
datetime: Joi.date().required(),
Required date
temp: Joi.number().min(-140).max(140).required(),
Required number
humidity: Joi.number().min(0).max(100).required(),
between –140 and 140
precipitation: Joi.boolean(),
windDirection: Joi.string()
.valid(['N', 'NE', 'E', 'SE', 'S', 'SW', 'W', 'NW'])
Optional string with
};
whitelist of values
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This schema can now be used to validate some real weather reports. You can run the
script in the following listing to check the sample report from listing 6.1 against this
schema.
Listing 6.3

Script to test the report against the schema

const Joi = require('joi');
const report = {
...
};
const schema = {
...
};
Joi.assert(report, schema);

There should be no output before the script finishes. That indicates that the value
tested was valid. In the next listing let’s try to modify the original report so it’s no longer valid according to the schema.
Listing 6.4

Invalid sample weather report

const report = {
station: 'Taipei',
datetime: 'Wed Jul 22 2015 12:00:00 GMT+0000 (GMT)',
temp: 34,
humidity: 93,
Oops, no such
precipitation: false,
direction as WE
windDirection: 'WE'
};

If you run the script again, with the modified report, you should see an error thrown.
The error message will contain output to pinpoint exactly what caused the validation
to fail:
...
ValidationError: {
"station": "Taipei",
"datetime": "2015-07-22T12:00:00.000Z",
"temp": 93,
"humidity": 95,
"precipitation": false,
"windDirection" [1]: "WE"
}
[1] windDirection must be one of [N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW]

You should now have a pretty good idea of the basics of working with Joi and you
should recognize the usefulness of employing validation techniques in your apps.
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6.2

Mastering Joi
This section dives deeper into the Joi API to show how you can build schemas to validate any kind of value in JavaScript.

6.2.1

Getting to know the API
The first step in mastering Joi is to know the API inside out. Let’s first look at the main
types of values you can validate.
TOP-LEVEL SCHEMA TYPES
All Joi schemas are created by first specifying a top-level object type. Some examples
are Joi.string() and Joi.array().
Table 6.2

Joi schema types

Schema type

Matches (JS value)

Example

Joi.any()

Any data type

Joi.any().valid(6, 'six')

Joi.array()

Arrays

Joi.array().length(5)

Joi.boolean()

Booleans

Joi.boolean().required()

Joi.binary()

Buffers (or Strings)

Joi.binary().encoding('utf8')

Joi.date()

Dates

Joi.date().iso()

Joi.func()

Functions

Joi.func().required();

Joi.number()

Numbers (or Strings)

Joi.number().greater(100)

Joi.object()

Objects

Joi.object().keys({...})

Joi.string()

Strings

Joi.string().email()

The table lists all the available types. Any Joi schema (or sub-schema) that you define
will start with one of these types at its root.
METHODS ON SCHEMA TYPES
Each schema type in Joi has a set of methods that can be chained onto the type to
qualify the schema further. Some of these methods are specific to one type, such as
the encoding() method on Joi.binary(), or the email() method on Joi.string().
There are other methods, such as required(), that can be called on any Joi type.
All schema objects in Joi are optional by default. This means that the following code
won’t throw an error:
const schema = Joi.object().keys({
name: Joi.string(),
age: Joi.number()
});
Joi.assert({ name: 'Mark' }, schema);
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To fix that, you can mark the age property as required:
const schema = Joi.object().keys({
name: Joi.string(),
age: Joi.number().required()
});
Joi.assert({ name: 'Mark' }, schema);

Will throw an error
because age is missing

There are too many methods in the Joi API to reproduce fully in this book. Check out
the Readme on GitHub (https://github.com/hapijs/joi/blob/master/API.md) for
more.
By now you should have a good idea of how Joi works. You should be able to write
schemas and validate your own objects. Joi is such a useful tool on its own that you’ll
probably find yourself using it in applications that don’t use hapi. It’s even more powerful when coupled with hapi, though. We’ll be looking at that soon.

6.2.2

Joi.assert() vs. Joi.validate()
There are a couple of ways you can test an object against a schema using Joi. There’s
the Joi.assert() function that you’ve already seen. This will cause an exception in
your program if the object you’re testing doesn’t validate against the schema.
Joi.assert() is useful for cases where you want to stop executing the current call
stack if the validation check fails:
const Joi = require('joi');
const fruits = ['mango', 'apple', 'potato'];
const schema = Joi.array().items(['mango', 'apple', 'grape']);
Joi.assert(fruits, schema);
console.log('This code will never execute');

Exception
thrown here

There’s also Joi.validate(), which won’t cause an exception in your program if the
tested object doesn’t pass the validation. Instead it will provide you with the error
object that contains the details of what happened during validation, and you can
choose to act on this information however you want. Joi.validate() is much more
flexible and can be used to create your own custom validation workflows:
const Joi = require('joi');
const fruits = ['mango', 'apple', 'potato'];
const schema = Joi.array().items(['mango', 'apple', 'grape']);
Joi.validate(fruits, schema, (err, value) => {
if (!err) {
console.log('The object was valid');
}
else {

err is null if the
object was valid
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console.log('The object wasn\'t valid');
}
console.log('This code will still run');
});

The third argument to Joi.validate() is a callback, which is called synchronously
and accepts two parameters, err and value. err is a JavaScript Error object that contains information about the validation failure. value is the resultant value of the
tested object after validation. This might not be equal to the value that you originally
tested because of the type conversion behavior in Joi, which we look at next.

6.2.3

Type conversion in Joi
Joi types don’t have an exact one-to-one mapping to JavaScript types—they’re a little
more flexible than that. Joi.number() validates all JavaScript numbers, as we know.
But it will also validate a JavaScript string that looks like a number, such as '1625'.
Not only will Joi allow this value, it will also coerce the string into a number because it
knows that you’re expecting one.
const numberString = '16';
console.log(typeof numberString);

Outputs string

Joi.validate(numberString, Joi.number(), (err, value) => {
console.log(typeof value);

Outputs number

});

Joi will also convert strings into Buffer objects, Node’s type for working with binary
data, when validating against the Joi.binary() type. This is shown in figure 6.4.
This type conversion by Joi is usually a good thing. If you ever want to be more
strict about the types you validate, though, you can disable it by setting the convert
option to false, either by using the .options() method on a Joi schema or by

Validation succeeds

'576'

Joi.number()

576

Validation succeeds

'Buffer me up'

Joi.binary()

<Buffer 42 75 66 66 65 72 20 6d 65 20 75 70>

Validation fails (ValidationError: "value" must be a number)

'576'

Figure 6.4

Joi.number().options({ convert: false })

Joi will convert some values into other types.
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supplying an options object to Joi.validate(). The latter approach is shown in the
following code, and the former approach is shown in figure 6.4.
const numberString = '16';
Joi.validate(numberString, Joi.number(), { convert: false }, (err, value) =>
{
if (err) {
throw err;
}

Throws Error: ValidationError:
"value" must be a number

});

6.2.4

The abortEarly option
The abortEarly option, available when calling Joi.validate(), is set to true by
default. This option tells Joi to stop validating any remaining data as soon as it hits
upon the first validation error. This means if you try to validate an object with several
invalid properties, it’s going to report only the first problem it finds. That seems like a
sensible default. If something’s wrong, there’s not much point in trying to validate any
further, right?
In most cases, you do probably want abortEarly set to true. But sometimes you
may want to validate the entire object and report all validation problems so they can
be fixed in one go. You can do this, as shown in figure 6.5, by setting abortEarly to
false.
An example of such a case would be when validating a web form. The user should
know everything that was wrong with their form submission immediately. It would be
tiresome to have to fix problems with the form, one field at a time. You’ll see an example of this use case in section 6.4.

abortEarly set to true (the default value)
Joi.validate(obj, schema, function (err, value) {...});
{
prop1:
prop2:
prop3:
prop4:

'valid value',
'invalid value'
'invalid value'
'invalid value'

valid
invalid

Validation aborted

err contains details about only
the first validation error
err.details.length === 1

}

abortEarly set to false
Joi.validate(obj, schema, { abortEarly:false }, function (err, value) {...});
{
prop1:
prop2:
prop3:
prop4:

'valid value',
'invalid value'
'invalid value'
'invalid value'

valid
invalid
invalid
invalid

err contains details about all 3
validation errors
Validation runs to completion
err.details.length === 3

}

Figure 6.5

Joi’s behavior when setting abortEarly to true versus false
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6.2.5

Exploring Joi errors
To use Joi’s validation feedback in a useful way, it’s important to understand exactly
what information it provides when there’s a validation failure. If a call to
Joi.validate() results in an unsuccessful validation attempt, the err parameter in
the callback will be an instance of a JavaScript Error object:
Joi.validate({ num: 'hello' }, Joi.number(), (err, data) => {
console.log(err instanceof Error);
});

Outputs true

The Error object created by Joi has several properties that you can inspect to understand more about exactly what went wrong. One of those properties is message, which
is a string containing a summary of the validation error.
The details property will contain an array of objects. Each object represents a single validation error. If abortEarly is set to true, this array will contain only a single
item. This listing shows an example of validating an object that has multiple validation
errors.
Listing 6.5

Object with multiple validation errors

const Joi = require('joi');
const product = {
id: 5489,
name: 'Trouser press',
price: {
value: 34.88,
currency: 'GBP'
}
};
const schema = {
id: Joi.number().max(4000),
name: Joi.string(),
price: {
value: Joi.number(),
currency: Joi.string().valid(['USD', 'EUR'])
}
};

Pretty-print the
full details array

Joi.validate(product, schema, { abortEarly: false }, (err, data) => {
console.log(JSON.stringify(err.details, null, 2));
});

Running the code in the previous listing yields the following output:
[

Path to
validated value
from root value

{
"message": "\"id\" must be less than or equal to 4000",
"path": "id",

Description of
validation error
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"type": "number.max",
"context": {
"limit": 4000,
"value": 5489,
"key": "id"
}

Type of
validation
rule that
caused error

Contains other data, specific
to validation rule type used,
properties different between
different error types

},
{
"message": "\"currency\" must be one of [USD, EUR]",
"path": "price.currency",
"type": "any.allowOnly",
"context": {
"valids": [
"USD",
"EUR"
],
"key": "currency"
}
}
]

By knowing your way around the error object that Joi provides, including the
err.details array, you can build your own custom validation responses, which is what
exactly what I’ll be showing you in section 6.3.4.

6.3

Validation in hapi
Joi and hapi go together like peas and carrots. The framework offers built-in input validation that works seamlessly with Joi by allowing you to specify Joi schemas in the configuration of your routes. Validation is usually a tricky matter and involves writing a lot
of conditional statements. How many times have you seen ugly code like the following?
const handler = function (req, res) {
const url = require('url').parse(req.url, true);
if(!url.query.firstName || typeof url.query.firstName !== 'string'){
res.writeHead(400);
res.end('Bad request');
}
...
}

By taking care of validation at the framework level, once again hapi can help eradicate
messy boilerplate code from your applications. hapi will also automatically take care of
responding to requests with bad inputs, without even touching your code.
But what exactly do we need to validate? In the vending machine example, I mentioned that we needed to validate the inputs into our systems. In the case of a hapi
application, the inputs are the bits of data that we may get sent in HTTP requests—
path parameters, query parameters, headers, and payloads.
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6.3.1

Validating inputs with Joi
Every route in hapi has an optional config object, used to specify additional options.
One of the properties available in config is validate.
CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
Figure 6.6 shows an example HTTP request with the input types you can validate with
hapi identified. The validate option is used to specify validation criteria for the
route’s inputs.
params

query

POST travel/LHR/LAX?nostop=JFK
Host: api.flights.example.com
Content-type: application/json
Content-Length:
X-Custom-Data: kds4489djkfh

headers

{departs: "2015-07-22T12:00:00.000Z", oneway: true}

payload

Figure 6.6

The input types you can validate in hapi

The value defined for validate should be an object, consisting of several optional
keys. You can specify validation rules for the inputs shown in table 6.3.
Table 6.3

Available input validation options

Property

Explanation

headers

Validates the HTTP headers stored in request.headers

query

Validates the query parameters stored in request.query

params

Validates the URL path parameters stored in request.params

payload

Validates the HTTP payload stored in request.payload

Each of the properties in table 6.3 can be assigned one of several allowable values:
■

■
■
■

true, meaning no validation will be performed. All inputs are set to this by

default.
false, a no-no. Inputs of this type are explicitly forbidden.
A function, a custom validation function (not covered in this book).
A Joi validation schema.

VALIDATING PATH PARAMETERS
Imagine we’re building an API that accepts a product ID as a path parameter and then
makes a query to a database. We should check that the ID is a positive, non-zero integer before making the database query. It would be inefficient to make a database
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query that we know is going to fail beforehand. By adding validation, we can ensure
our API allows URLs like http://localhost:4000/products/389 and not http://localhost:4000/products/horses or http://localhost:4000/products/-16.5. To achieve this,
we can set a params validation rule in the route config.
Listing 6.6

Validating path parameters

const Hapi = require('hapi');
const Joi = require('joi');
const server = new Hapi.Server();
server.connection({ port: 4000 });
server.route({
method: 'GET',
path: '/products/{id}',
handler: function (request, reply) {
reply('Success');
},
config: {
validate: {
params: {
id: Joi.number().integer().min(1)
}
}
}
});
server.start(() => {
console.log('Started server');
});

If you spin up the server from the previous listing and visit http://localhost:4000/
products/389 in a browser, you should see a success message. If you change the ID
parameter to a string value, like 'eggs', you’ll get a different message. We can get a
better idea of what is happening by using cURL:
$ curl -i http://localhost:4000/products/eggs
HTTP/1.1 400 Bad Request
content-type: application/json; charset=utf-8
cache-control: no-cache
content-length: 123
Date: Wed, 04 Mar 2015 23:38:40 GMT
Connection: keep-alive

HTTP response head

{"statusCode":400,"error":"Bad Request","message":"\"id\" must be a
number","validation":{"source":"params","keys":["id"]}}

HTTP response
body

You should recognize the payload of this response as JSON—it’s another Boom error
response.
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Application without input validation

b Invalid request made

c No validation, request proceeds to handler

POST /data
Content-type: application/json

hapi
(no validation)

{"importantNumber":"Steven"}

Handler

User

d

?

?
?

?

?
??

Application behavior
is undefined

Normal Response sent back (maybe)

Application with input validation

b Invalid request made

c Validation fails, request doesn’t proceed to handler

POST /data
Content-type: application/json
{"importantNumber":"Steven"}

hapi
(with validation)

Handler

User
error response with
d 400validation
feedback

Figure 6.7

6.3.2

Application functions
correctly

Input validation protects your app from undefined behavior.

Validating payloads
If your application accepts payload data and then acts on that data, you should validate it to ensure your application behaves correctly (see figure 6.7). If you don’t validate it and someone sends you bad data, several things could happen. At best your
handler will throw an error, and the client will get a 500 response code and internal
server error message. At worst you could store invalid data, which is passed on to consumers, undermining your whole app.
Earlier, I defined a format for an imaginary API that receives weather reports.
Here’s another example of a report in that format, from a chilly day in Toronto:
const report = {
station: 'Toronto',
datetime: 'Fri Jan 24 2014 12:00:00 GMT+0000 (GMT)',
temp: -14
};

The weather API is going to accept that data as a payload. I can add the schema that I
defined earlier to the payload validation option in a route.
Listing 6.7

Validating path parameters

const Hapi = require('hapi');
const Joi = require('joi');
const server = new Hapi.Server();
server.connection({ port: 4000 });
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const schema = {
station: Joi.string().max(100).required(),
datetime: Joi.date().required(),
temp: Joi.number().min(-140).max(140).required(),
humidity: Joi.number().min(0).max(100),
precipitation: Joi.boolean(),
windDirection: Joi.string()
.valid(['N', 'NE', 'E', 'SE', 'S', 'SW', 'W', 'NW'])
};

The payload schema
definition

server.route({
method: 'POST',
path: '/reports',
handler: function (request, reply) {
reply('Thanks for the report!');
},
config: {
payload: {
output: 'data'
},
validate: {
payload: schema
}
}

Handler will only run
if validation passes
hapi should try to parse
incoming payload
Set payload
validation rule

});
server.start((err) => {
if (err) {
throw err;
}
console.log('Started server');
});

You can start this server and make test requests using a tool of your choice. Here’s a
test using cURL, sending the Toronto example as a payload:
curl -X POST \
-i \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-d '{"station":"Toronto","datetime":"2014-01-24T12:00:00.000Z",
"temp":-14}' \
http://localhost:4000/reports

Running the preceding command yields the following output:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
content-type: text/html; charset=utf-8
cache-control: no-cache
content-length: 22
Date: Fri, 06 Mar 2015 10:40:16 GMT
Connection: keep-alive
Thanks for the report!
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Seeing the “Thanks for the report!” output means that the payload passed our validation, and the handler was executed as usual. Let’s see what happens if I make another
request but forget to include the station property:
curl -X POST \
-i \
-H "Content-Type: application/json" \
-d '{"datetime":"2014-01-24T12:00:00.000Z","temp":-14}' \
http://localhost:4000/reports

The response this time is different:
HTTP/1.1 400 Bad Request
content-type: application/json; charset=utf-8
cache-control: no-cache
content-length: 129
Date: Fri, 06 Mar 2015 10:45:36 GMT
Connection: keep-alive

Error response
object

Oops,
no station!

400 status code
Indicates “client error”
Response body is
JSON error object

{"statusCode":400,"error":"Bad Request","message":"\"station\" is
required","validation":{"source":"payload","keys":["station"]}}

hapi has default behavior when it encounters an input validation error. It won’t go
ahead and execute your handler. Instead it will respond early to the request with a 400
status code. It will also create an error object to respond with. Here’s the error from
earlier, formatted so it’s easier to read:
{

Name
of error

"statusCode":400,
"error":"Bad Request",
"message":"\"station\" is required",
"validation":{
"source":"payload",
"keys":[
"station"
]
}

HTTP status
code
Error
message
Additional info about
which input and which
keys validation failed on

}

6.3.3

Validating responses
In the previous few sections, you’ve learned why validating your inputs is important.
You’ve also seen how this can be done in hapi applications by adding Joi schemas to
your route configuration. In this section we’re going to look at another area in your
applications where validation could be important: the outputs.
It’s all very well if I’ve built an API that is demanding valid data from its clients. But
if that API is then potentially giving out invalid data, I’m kind of a hypocrite, aren’t I?
You might ask, “If you’re validating all your inputs correctly, why would you ever be
giving out any bad data?” The truth is that most applications these days aren’t isolated
systems—they often pull in data from several external sources during the lifetime of a
request. You might fetch some tweets to display on a promotional web page or contact
an external supplier for updated prices on an e-commerce website.
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You add validation options to response payloads much as you did for input validation, except rather than specifying them under config -> validate property you
do so under the config -> response property.
Listing 6.8 is a simple API that responds to GET requests for a person resource on
the path /people/{id}. The data for the people objects is stored in a simple JavaScript array. Adding a Joi schema to the response validation config property, we
ensure that responses are validated before being sent out, which prevents serving bad
data to any clients.
Listing 6.8

Specifying outgoing response payload validation

const Hapi = require('hapi');
const Joi = require('joi');
const server = new Hapi.Server();
server.connection({ port: 4000 });
const schema = {
firstName: Joi.string().required(),
lastName: Joi.string().required(),
age: Joi.number().required(),
location: Joi.string().required(),
dob: Joi.date().required()
};

Schema for
person object

server.route({
method: 'GET',
path: '/people/{id}',
handler: function (request, reply) {
const people = [{
firstName: 'Xiang',
lastName: 'Zheng',
age: 48,
location: 'Singapore',
dob: '1967-03-02'
}, {
firstName: 'Emma',
lastName: 'Ashdown',
age: 'millennial',
location: 'UK',
dob: '1990-01-01'
}];

Valid person

Invalid person,
age is not a number

reply(people[request.params.id - 1]);
},
config: {
response: {
schema: schema
}
}
});

Provide Joi schema object to
response schema option

Validation in hapi
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server.start((err) => {
if (err) {
throw err;
}
console.log('Started server');
});

The default action when encountering an invalid payload is to respond to the request
with a 500 status code and internal server error response. You can see this by running
the example from listing 6.8 and visiting http://localhost:4000/people/1 and http://
localhost:4000/people/2 in your browser, as shown in figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8

6.3.4

Response from hapi when sending a valid (left) and an invalid (right) response payload

Customizing the validation response with failAction
As you’ve seen, hapi’s default behavior is to send back a 400 error response to the client as soon as it knows that a request is invalid. For some applications, you may want to
have a bit more control over how exactly to respond to invalid requests. By using the
failAction option, you can define a custom function that will get executed when a
request fails validation.
It’s important to understand the signature that the failAction function should
have:
function failAction (request, reply, source, error) { }

The first two parameters are the same request object and reply interface that you
already know well from writing handlers. The source parameter is set to a string value
indicating which input source was invalid. source will be one of the following values:
■
■
■
■

'headers'
'params'
'query'
'payload'
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The error parameter is an instance of the JavaScript Error type. This is a Boom error
prepared for an HTTP error response, rather than the error generated by Joi’s validation step. Boom is a package created by the hapi core team, for generating HTTP
friendly errors. A Boom object is an instance of the native JavaScript Error type, with
extra properties. You can access the original error that came from Joi at error.data.
The following listing shows an example of using failAction to respond to invalid
requests with a message indicating which input was the culprit for the failure.
Listing 6.9

Custom validation response using failAction

server.route({
...
config: {
validate: {
...
failAction: function (request, reply, source, error) {
reply(source + ' contained an invalid field.').code(400);
}
}
}
});

6.4

Bringing it all together: web form validation with hapi and Joi
The content in this chapter, so far, has been general and can be applied to any scenario where validation is required. One thing I’ve not touched on yet is what happens
after validation has failed. How can the error from Joi then be consumed and used, in
a useful way, by the client? This section shows you an example of the full process of:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Building a client (web form)
Identifying server inputs
Defining validation rules
Validating input data
Customizing the validation output
Receiving feedback on the client
Acting on feedback

Pretty much everyone who’s ever used the web is familiar with form validation,
whether or not they’ve known it as that. And we all know how frustrating it can be
when it doesn’t work properly. Thankfully, with a little tweaking, hapi and Joi can take
the pain out of this normally tedious task. In this section, I’ll be creating a simple registration form application to illustrate this.

6.4.1

How it works
The mini-application I’m going to create is a registration process for a conference
consisting of a form page and a success page. I will be using the techniques shown in
chapter 3 to render HTML documents using the Handlebars templating language. I
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will also be employing Handlebars layouts and helpers. If you need a refresher have a
look at chapter 3 again. The two pages are shown in figure 6.9.

The basic form

The form with errors

All errors are listed
at the top.

Fields with errors are
highlighted in red.

The success page

Figure 6.9

The pages that make up the registration application
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GET /
Renders form HTML
<html>

POST /

!!!
<html>

Renders form with
errors

301 redirect

Redirect to /success

Is all the form
data valid?

NO

YES

GET /success
Success :)

Figure 6.10

Renders success page
<html>

How a user flows through the registration process

If the form is submitted with validation errors, the server will render the form again
but with errors shown. Once the form is submitted without errors, the user will be
redirected to the success page. This flow is shown in figure 6.10.
You should have a good sense of how the app is intended to work now. Let’s move
on to writing some code.

6.4.2

Creating the skeleton
Create a directory to hold the app anywhere you want and flesh out the following
structure:

Module
to store
routes in

.
├──
├──
├──
├──
└──

index.js
handlers.js
routes.js
package.json
views
└── layouts

Application main
file or entrypoint

Directory to store
Handlebars views

Module to store
route handlers in
Directory to store
Handlebars layouts

Make sure to install all the required dependencies: hapi@13, joi@8, vision@4, and
handlebars@4.
Next, you can create a basic hapi server in index.js and configure Handlebars
using server.views(). So far, this should all be pretty familiar to you. This listing
shows the initial skeleton app.
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index.js: the application main file

'use strict';
const Hapi = require('hapi');
const Path = require('path');
const server = new Hapi.Server();
server.connection({ port: 4000 });

Load vision
plugin

server.register(require('vision'), (err) => {
if (err) {
throw err;
}

server.views({
Use Handlebars to render
engines: {
views with .hbs extensions
hbs: require('handlebars')
},
Look here
path: Path.join(__dirname, 'views'),
for layouts
layoutPath: Path.join(__dirname, 'views/layouts'),
isCached: false,
Re-render templates
layout: true
on each request (useful
});
for development)

Look here
for views
Use
layout

server.route(require('./routes'));
server.start((err) => {

Load
routes

if (err) {
throw err;
}
console.log('Started server at', server.info.uri);
});
});

Next up, we’ll create all the necessary views and set up the routing with hapi, shown in
listing 6.12.

6.4.3

Creating the routes and views
You need to create three routes: one to handle the GET requests for the form, one for
POST requests from the form submission, and one for the GET request of the success
page (listing 6.11). The GET and POST requests from the form page can share the
handler. You’ll learn how to distinguish between them later.
Remember all the code for this book is also available on GitHub
(https://github.com/mtharrison/Hapi.js-in-action).

NOTE
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routes.js: the routes module

'use strict';
const Handlers = require('./handlers');
module.exports = [{
method: 'GET',
path: '/',
handler: Handlers.form
}, {
method: 'POST',
path: '/',
handler: Handlers.form
}, {
method: 'GET',
path: '/success',
handler: Handlers.success
}];

At this stage, the handlers need only render the appropriate views using
reply.view(). You’ll be adding the additional logic later.
Listing 6.12

handlers.js: the handlers module

exports.form = function (request, reply) {
reply.view('form');
};
exports.success = function (request, reply) {
reply.view('success');
};

Both the views used in this application share a common layout so you can place that
wrapper HTML inside layout.hbs. Remember the {{{content}}} tag is where your
rendered view will go.
The head section of the layout contains a script tag to load the Bootstrap CSS file.
Bootstrap is a front end framework that allows you to style HTML with ease. One of the
components Bootstrap has support for is HTML forms. We’ll use it here because it
will save us from adding any CSS ourselves. Learn more about Bootstrap at http://
getbootstrap.com. The following listing contains the layout template.
Listing 6.13

views/layouts/layout.hbs: the layout

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="UTF-8">
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<title>Registration form</title>
<link href="//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.2/css/bootstrap.min.css" rel="stylesheet">
Load CSS from
</head>
Bootstrap
<body>
<div class="container">
<div class="page-header">
<h1>Registration form</h1>
</div>
{{{content}}}
</div>
</body>
</html>

The page title

The view content will
be outputted here

The HTML for the registration form should be placed inside views/form.hbs. If
you’re wondering what all the classes such as form-horizontal and form-group are,
they’re classes that are automatically styled by the CSS from Bootstrap. This is the form
view template.
Listing 6.14

views/form.hbs: the form view

<div class="row" id="formErrors">
<div class="col-sm-10 col-sm-offset-2">
{{!-- Error summary goes here --}}
</div>
</div>

Handlebars
comment

<form action="/" class="form-horizontal" method="post">
<div class="form-group">
<label class="col-sm-2 control-label">Name</label>
Name
<div class="col-sm-10">
input
<input class="form-control" name="name" type="text">
</div>
</div>

Email
input

<div class="form-group">
<label class="col-sm-2 control-label">Email address</label>
<div class="col-sm-10">
<input class="form-control" name="email" type="text">
</div>
</div>

Age
input

<div class="form-group">
<label class="col-sm-2 control-label">Age</label>
<div class="col-sm-10">
<input class="form-control" name="age" type="text">
</div>
</div>
<div class="form-group">
<label class="col-sm-2 control-label">T-shirt size</label>
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<div class="col-sm-10">
<input class="form-control" name="tshirt" type="text">
<p class="help-block">Choose from S, M, L, XL</p>
</div>
</div>

T-shirt
size input

<div class="form-group">
<div class="col-sm-offset-2 col-sm-10">
<button class="btn btn-default" type="submit">Submit</button>
</div>
</div>
</form>

Finally you can create the view for the success page, as shown in the following listing.
This is a simple view, containing only a quick message.
Listing 6.15

views/success.hbs: the success page view

<h2>Thanks, we'll be in touch soon</h2>

Phew, that was quite a bit of work, but you can now start the hapi server (node index)
and behold the result. If you open http://localhost:4000/ and http://localhost:4000/
success in a browser, you should see the styled form and success pages. If you submit
the form, nothing interesting will happen yet. Let’s work on that now.

6.4.4

Adding validation
The data from the submitted registration form will be sent as a payload. You can add
validation rules for the payload to the POST route, which processes the form.
Listing 6.16

routes.js: adding validation rules

...
const Joi = require('joi');
...
}, {
method: 'POST',
path: '/',
handler: Handlers.form,
config: {
validate: {
payload: {
name: Joi.string().required(),
email: Joi.string().email().required(),
age: Joi.string().required().regex(/^[1-9][0-9]+/),
tshirt: Joi.string().required().valid(['S','M','L','XL'])
}
}
}
}, {
...
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ABORT EARLY
Because I want to collect and display all the validation errors at once, I will set
abortEarly to false in the Joi options:
...
validate: {
payload: {
...
},
options: {
abortEarly: false
},
}
...

FAIL ACTION
Upon a validation error, I want the form to be rendered again rather than the default,
so I need to write a custom failAction function. Here’s an example of the contents
of error.details for a submission of my form, which fails validation:
[ { message: '"name" is not allowed to be empty',
path: 'name',
type: 'any.empty',
context: { key: 'name' } },
{ message: '"email" is not allowed to be empty',
path: 'email',
type: 'any.empty',
context: { key: 'email' } },
{ message: '"email" must be a valid email',
path: 'email',
type: 'string.email',
context: { value: '', key: 'email' } }]

I don’t need all that information available to my view context. Ideally what I want is an
object with keys for the field names and the value equal to the first error message for
that key. I can achieve this easily by building up my own errors object:
...
validate: {
payload: {
...
},
options: {
...
},
failAction: function (request, reply, source, error) {

Details of
Joi error

Loop through each error
in details and grab first
error for each key

const errors = {};
const details = error.data.details;
for(let i = 0; i < details.length; ++i) {
if (!errors.hasOwnProperty(details[i].path)) {
errors[details[i].path] = details[i].message;
}
}

Object to
hold errors
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reply.view('form', {
errors: errors,
values: request.payload
}).code(400);
}
}
...

Render form view, passing in
original submitted values and errors
Send 400
response code

FRIENDLY ERROR MESSAGES
Machines and developers are the intended audience for the error messages that Joi
produces. For that reason, the messages are precise and unambiguous. The flipside of
this is that they’re not suitable for consumption by end users. For instance, the regex
validator we’re using in this example for the age field will produce this error message:
"age" with value "Twenty!" fails to match the required pattern: /^[1-9][0-9]+/

That message is going to be totally meaningless to any user who isn’t also a software
developer or familiar with regular expressions. There’s also the issue of internationalization. The error messages coming from Joi are always English. There’s been some
debate in the hapi community about this. Some consider Joi to only be a solution for
use on the back end of systems and never exposed to the client in any way. Others,
myself included, think that Joi is a powerful tool and we should extend its use to the
front end too, rather than finding yet another validation tool. I hope to see further
development on Joi in the future to make this dual-use easier. For now, we have an
interim solution in the form of the language option.
Earlier in the chapter, we saw that for any Joi validator we can supply additional
options by chaining on the options method. One of those available options is the
language option, which lets us specify a custom error message to use. In the case of
the age validator, we want to provide a custom message for the string.regex.base
validator type. Here’s how that will look in our validator:
age: Joi.string().required().regex(/^[1-9][0-9]+/).options({
language: {
string: {
regex: {
base: 'should be a numeric string with no leading zeros'
}
}
}
}),

Using this approach, we can then substitute any of the possible default error messages
for one of our own.
Okay, we’re almost there. We’ve got our form submissions validated and we have
the errors available in the view now. The last thing to do is use those errors to render
the invalid form correctly.
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Rendering errors on the form
It’s common practice when returning a user to an invalid form to leave their submitted values in the fields. This saves them from typing the correct ones all over again.
The original values are available in values in the template context so we can update
our form view to output those values for each field, as shown in the following listing.
Listing 6.17

views/form.hbs: setting the form field values

...
<input class="form-control" name="name" type="text" value="{{values.name}}">
...
<input class="form-control" name="email" type="text"
value="{{values.email}}">
...
<input class="form-control" name="age" type="text" value="{{values.age}}">
...
<input class="form-control" name="tshirt" type="text"
value="{{values.tshirt}}">

We can use the class bg-danger from Bootstrap to render a list of all the errors above
the form (see figure 6.11):
<div class="row" id="formErrors">
<div class="col-sm-10 col-sm-offset-2">
{{#each errors}}
Loop through
<p class="bg-danger">{{this}}</p>
each error
{{/each}}
</div>
</div>

Figure 6.11

Print value of error in
bg-danger paragraph tag

List of errors above the form
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A finishing touch is to add the has-error class on each field that has an error associated with it (see figure 6.12). We can check whether the field has an error using the
{{#if}} conditional helper in Handlebars:
<div class="form-group {{#if errors.email}}has-error{{/if}}">
<label class="col-sm-2 control-label">Email address</label>
<div class="col-sm-10">
<input class="form-control" name="email" type="text"
value="{{values.email}}">
</div>
</div>

Figure 6.12

The highlighted form fields using the has-error class

You should start the hapi server and play around with the form, testing different combinations of valid and invalid values to see what happens. Even though this example
has used Bootstrap as a front end framework, the same principles can be applied to
any HTML form.

6.4.6

Redirecting users after successful form submission
When a user has successfully submitted a form without validation errors, the user
should see a success page. We can implement this by checking whether the request
was a POST request in the form handler in handlers.js and then redirecting to
/success if it is. In a real web application, this might be where you then store the
form submission in a database or trigger email alerts to the relevant people. Here is
this redirect on POST.
Listing 6.18

handler.js: redirecting successful submissions

exports.form = function (request, reply) {
if (request.method === 'post') {
return reply.redirect('/success');
}
reply.view('form');
};
...

Redirect to success page—in a
real web app this is where you’d
process form submission

Summary
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In the next chapter we’ll look at a particularly exciting and important feature of hapi:
plugins. I won’t lie to you, I think plugins are awesome. I hope you’ll agree.

6.5

Summary
■

■

■

■
■

Joi is a validation library you can use to validate JavaScript values against their
expected format.
Joi can be used outside of hapi.js projects, but it’s also well integrated with the
framework.
You can use Joi schemas when creating hapi routes to specify input validation
for headers, query params, path params, and payloads.
You can validate your hapi responses using Joi.
You can customize the errors that Joi produces by specifying a failAction function for hapi routes.
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